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a b s t r a c t

Hyperactive cortico-striatal circuits including the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) have been implicated
to underlie obtrusive thoughts and repetitive behaviors in obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD). Larger
error-related negativities (ERNs) in OCD patients during simple flanker tasks have been proposed to reflect
an amplified error signal in these hyperactive circuits. Such amplified error signals typically are associated
with an adaptive change in response, yet in OCD these same repetitive responses persist to the point of
distress and impairment. In contrast to this repetitive character of OC behavior, larger ERN amplitudes
have been linked to better avoidance learning in reinforcement learning tasks. Study I thus investigated
if OC symptomatology in non-patients predicted an enhanced ERN after suboptimal choices in a prob-
abilistic learning task. Absent any behavioral differences, higher OC symptoms predicted smaller ERNs.
Study II replicated this effect in an independent sample while also replicating findings of a larger ERN in a
flanker task. There were no relevant behavioral differences in reinforcement learning or error monitoring
as a function of symptom score. These findings implicate different, yet overlapping neural mechanisms
underlying the negative deflection in the ERP following the execution of an erroneous motor response
and the one following a suboptimal choice in a reinforcement learning paradigm. OC symptomatology
may be dissociated in these neural systems, with hypoactivity in a system that enables learning to avoid
maladaptive choices, and hyperactivity in another system that enables the same behavior to be repeated
when it was assessed as not quite good enough the first time.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) is a common psychi-
atric condition characterized by intrusive and recurrent unwanted
thoughts, ideas or impulses (obsessions) and the urge to perform
repetitive, ritualistic behavior (compulsions) to reduce anxiety or
distress (DSM-IV, 1994). The lifetime prevalence is estimated to be
as high as 2–3.5% (Angst et al., 2004; Kessler et al., 2005; Weissman
et al., 1994) but the recognized clinical prevalence is estimated to
be much lower (Fireman, Koran, Leventhal, & Jacobson, 2001). Neu-
roimaging studies of OCD patients have revealed greater activity at
rest and after symptom provocation in the anterior cingulate cor-
tex (ACC: Adler et al., 2000; Baxter, 1999; Breiter & Rauch, 1996;
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Cottraux et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2003; Perani et al., 1995; Rauch
et al., 1994; Swedo, Rapoport, Leonard, Lenane, & Cheslow, 1989;
van den Heuvel et al., 2005) the orbito-frontal cortex (OFC: Baxter,
Schwartz, Guze, Bergman, & Szuba, 1990; Swedo et al., 1989) and
the striatum (van den Heuvel et al., 2005). Since the ACC, OFC and
striatum are interconnected in recurrent loops, hyperactivity in this
cortico-striatal circuit is thought to contribute to the pathophys-
iology of OCD (Remijnse et al., 2006). Given that cortico-striatal
circuits are involved in action selection, goal-directed behavior, and
performance monitoring (Balleine, Delgado, & Hikosaka, 2007; Ito,
Stuphorn, Brown, & Schall, 2003; Nicola, 2007), hyperactivity in
this system is proposed to underlie a persistent high error signal
(Pitman, 1987). This hyperactive error monitoring hypothesis sug-
gests that patients receive malfunctioning error signals after not
completing their goals (e.g., hands are not quite clean enough),
leading them to repeat their compulsive behaviors.

Pitman’s (1987) hypothesis of a persistent and enhanced cortico-
striatal error signal in OCD was tested by Gehring, Himle, and
Nisenson (2000) using the error-related negativity (ERN), an
electrophysiological voltage potential occurring ∼80 ms following
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errors of motor commission (Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann,
& Blanke, 1991; Gehring, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1990). EEG
source localization and EEG-informed functional Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging (fMRI) have both implicated the caudal ACC as
the proposed neural generator of the ERN (Debener et al., 2005;
Dehaene, Posner, & Tucker, 1994; Ullsperger & von Cramon, 2004).
Convergent evidence from multiple fields of neuroimaging have
implicated a hyperactive error system in the ACC where OCD
patients are characterized by greater hemodynamic responses in
the ACC following errors (Fitzgerald et al., 2005; Maltby, Tolin,
Worhunsky, O’Keefe, & Kiehl, 2005; Ursu, Stenger, Shear, Jones,
& Carter, 2003) or a larger ERN (Endrass, Klawohn, Schuster, &
Kathmann, 2008; Gehring et al., 2000; Hajcak, Franklin, Foa, &
Simons, 2008; Johannes et al., 2001; Ruchsow et al., 2005) but see
Nieuwenhuis, Nielen, Mol, Hajcak, and Veltman (2005) who utilized
a reinforcement learning paradigm. Two studies have also shown
that greater OC symptom scores in non-patients predict a larger
ERN (Hajcak & Simons, 2002; Santesso, Segalowitz, & Schmidt,
2006), indicating that this relationship may be reliably present
in non-clinical populations. Although these investigations demon-
strate a reliable effect of an enhanced ERN as a function of OCD
or OC symptoms, an unresolved issue is the degree to which a
putative hyperactive error signal affects action selection and goal-
directed behavior. Differences in post-error behaviors are rarely
found between OC and control groups even in the context of larger
ERN amplitudes.

Conditions in which enhanced ERN amplitudes have been found
in OC populations involve instructed response conflict tasks with
speeded responses (Flanker task: Endrass et al., 2008; Ruchsow et
al., 2005; Santesso et al., 2006; Stroop task: Gehring et al., 2000;
Hajcak & Simons, 2002; Simon task: Hajcak et al., 2008; choice
reaction time task: Johannes et al., 2001). The sole task investigating
reinforcement learning, however, failed to find an effects on fronto-
central scalp potentials in OCD patients (Nieuwenhuis, Nielen, et
al., 2005). Importantly, the ERN in this reinforcement learning task
was defined as the voltage deflection following a probabilistic sub-
optimal response, one which the participant must learn over time
through the use of valenced feedback (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). In
these goal directed reinforcement learning tasks, larger error sig-
nals have been associated with a greater tendency to avoid making
the same action that preceded the error, sometimes termed NoGo
learning (Frank, D’Lauro, & Curran, 2007; Frank, Woroch, & Curran,
2005; Holroyd & Coles, 2002). The larger ERNs in OC groups, puta-
tively reflecting hyperactive error monitoring circuits, should thus
lead to better learning among OC patients to avoid making the
choices that led to the error; i.e., a NoGo bias.

Therefore, it would be predicted that a larger ERN deflection
in OCD patients would predict enhanced NoGo learning; yet it is
unclear if findings of an enhanced ERN would extend to uncertain
environments in which adaptive responses are needed to achieve
optimal performance goals. Indeed, the prediction of enhanced
avoidance learning may stand in sharp contrast to the repetitive
character of OC behaviors. To investigate a possible association
between action monitoring and reinforcement learning as a func-
tion of OC symptomatology, this study utilized a reinforcement
learning paradigm previously shown to elicit response-locked neg-
ative deflections in fronto-central scalp potentials after suboptimal
choices or similar feedback-locked deflections following negative
performance feedback (here termed ERN and FRN, respectively
(Frank, Seeberger, & O’Reilly, 2004; Frank et al., 2005). Due to unex-
pected findings from this investigation, a second study was run to
replicate the findings with the probabilistic learning task, and to
compare them to findings using a standard response conflict flanker
task, that has robustly elicited larger ERNs in OC populations. The
findings demonstrate that the relationship between medio-frontal
activation and error processing in OCD is task-dependent, with

hyper activity in a response conflict task, but hypo activity in rein-
forcement learning.

2. Materials and methods

The probabilistic reinforcement learning task was the same in Study I and Study
II. The flanker task was conducted only in Study II.

2.1. Participants

Participants included 61 young adults in Study I and 59 young adults in Study II.
All participants gave written informed consent and the research ethics committee
of the University of Arizona approved both studies. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were awarded course credit for their par-
ticipation, and were informed that a $30 gift certificate was to be awarded to the
person who performed the best on the probabilistic learning task (separately for each
study). Each recording consisted of a single 2-h session and the experimenters were
blind to obsessive–compulsive status until data reduction was complete. Participants
were not informed of the true purpose of the experiment until after completion;
recruitment materials advertised that the experiment simply measured brain activ-
ity during a learning task.

Participants were recruited from pretest data given to undergraduate students
in introductory psychology classes. For each Study, more than 1000 students com-
pleted the Obsessive–Compulsive Inventory-Revised (OCI-R; Foa et al., 2002). The
OCI-R is composed of 18 items covering six obsessive and compulsive dimensions:
washing, obsessing, hoarding, ordering, checking and neutralizing. The OCI (Foa,
Kozak, Salkovskis, Coles, & Amir, 1998) was designed to be administered to both
clinical and non-clinical populations and can be used as a screening test, as well
as to determine symptom severity. The psychometric properties of the OCI-R are
well documented for clinical and non-clinical populations (Fullana et al., 2005;
Hajcak, Huppert, Simons, & Foa, 2004; Huppert et al., 2007). In group analyses
the recommended clinical significant cutoff score of 21 (Foa et al., 2002) was used
to discriminate between a high (>20) and a low (<21) group. To obtain a dis-
tributed sample participants over the entire range of the OCI-R scores were recruited
for the studies. To ensure that the tested sample had similar symptom levels at
the time of the laboratory visit as at pretest (the interval between the mass sur-
vey and the experiment varied from one to twelve weeks in both studies), and
to ensure valid responses were obtained in the mass survey, the OCI-R was re-
administered after electrophysiological recording. Correlations between pre-test
data and post-test scores reveal that the OCI-R data from the pre-test was highly sta-
ble (Study I: r(61) = .90, p < .001, R2 = .81; Study II: r(59) = .81, p < .001, R2 = .66). Table 1

Table 1
Group characteristics for the OC high and OC low group for both samples.

Characteristics Group

Low OCI-R group High OCI-R group

Study I probabilistic learning task
Number of males, females 16, 14 4, 6
Age (years) 19.1 (1.8; 18–28) 18.6 (.5; 18–19)
OCI-Ra 7.3 (5.3; 1–19) 38.6 (10.3; 22–50)
BDIa 3.5 (3.8; 0–15) 11.7 (6.6; 1–26)
Total test accuracy .70 (.08) .71 (.08)

‘Go’ accuracy .68 (.14) .72 (.11)

‘NoGo’ accuracy .69 (.16) .70 (.24)

Study II probabilistic learning task
Number of males, females 6, 10 4, 10
Age (years) 19.0 (.6; 18–20) 19.1 (1.5; 18–22)
OCI-Ra 8.5 (5.4; 0–16) 38.9 (10.1; 22–55)
BDIa 3.7 (4.8; 0–13) 8.6 (6.6; 1–21)
Total test accuracy .73 (.11) .66 (.09)

‘Go’ accuracy .73 (.17) .76 (.17)

‘NoGo’ accuracy .67 (.16) .69 (.20)

Study II flanker task
Number of males, females 10, 8 6, 12
Age (years) 18.8 (.9; 18–21) 18.9 (1.2; 18–22)
OCI-Ra 8.8 (6.6; 0–17) 37.9 (10.0; 22–58)
BDIa 4.3 (4.4; 0–13) 8.2 (6.1; 1–21)

Group means are reported, with standard deviation (or SD and range) in parentheses.
OCI-R = Obsessive–Compulsive Inventory-Revised. BDI = Beck Depression Inventory.

a Higher scores on the OCI-R and BDI are indicative of more OCD and depressive
symptoms. Maximum score on the OCI-R is 72. A score of 21 is used as a cutoff, with
scores of 21 or higher suggesting the presents of OCD. Maximum score on the BDI is
63.
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presents demographic and symptom data obtained after the electrophysiological
recordings.

2.2. Exclusion criterion and participants with insufficient data

Participants were excluded if they had a history of neurological disease or
head trauma, or current use of psychoactive medications. Participant data was not
included in the analyses if a change in OCI-R score after the experimental session
compared to the assessment score resulted in a categorization out of the their origi-
nal OC group (high or low). Additionally, data were not included if there were fewer
than 30 EEG epochs in all conditions, or if the participants failed to learn the rein-
forcement learning task as defined by choosing the most rewarding stimulus (A)
over the least rewarding stimulus (B) more than 50% of the time during each test
phase, thus failing to perform above chance level (see Fig. 1: Frank et al., 2004, 2005).
In Study I, two participants were excluded for substantial change in OCI-R score and
thus change in OC group. Five participants did not produce enough errors or had
bad EEG data and were excluded from analysis. Since the primary interest was in
the performance after learning the contingencies fourteen additional participants
had to be excluded from analysis for failing to reach the performance criterion (this
criterion was not different between both groups: �2 (2, N = 54) = .02, p = .89), thus
yielding a final sample of 40 (10 high OC and 30 low OC). In Study II, seven partici-
pants were excluded for substantial change in OCI-R score. For the learning task 11
more participants had bad EEG recordings or did not produce sufficient errors and 10
participants were excluded from analysis for failing to reach the performance crite-
rion (again this criterion was not different between both groups: �2 (2, N = 40) = .03,
p = .85). For the flanker task, 16 participants did not produce enough errors or had
bad EEG. Thus the final sample included 30 (14 high and 16 low) participants for
probabilistic learning ERP data, and 36 (18 high and 18 low) for ERP data from the
flanker paradigm in Study II.

2.3. Probabilistic learning task

A variant of the probabilistic selection paradigm used in Frank et al. (2005) was
presented using DMDX Software (Forster & Forster, 1999). The participants were
seated 120 cm in front a CRT computer screen. The stimuli were presented in white
on black background and subtended about 5◦ × 5◦ of visual angle each placed 2◦

apart. The task consists of a forced choice training phase consisting of up to six
blocks of sixty trials each, followed by a subsequent testing phase. During the train-
ing phase the participants were presented with three stimulus pairs (termed AB, CD,
EF pairs). Each stimulus was associated with a different probabilistic feedback value,
as can be seen in Fig. 1. All training trials began with a jittered inter-trial-interval
(ITI) between 300 and 700 ms. The stimuli then appeared for a maximum of 4000 ms,
and disappeared immediately after the choice was made. If the participant failed to

make a choice within the 4000 ms, “No Response Detected” was presented. Follow-
ing a button press, either ‘Correct’ or ‘Incorrect’ feedback was presented for 500 ms
(jittered between 50 and 100 ms post response), depending on the reinforcement
contingency (see Fig. 1). Although this timing pattern forces an overlap in the EEG
between later parts of the response epoch with early stimulus processing, imme-
diate feedback may be necessary for adequate encoding of the action value in the
basal ganglia (Frank, 2005; Maddox, Ashby, & Bohil, 2003). Over the course of the
training phase, a participant usually learns to choose A over B, C over D and E over F,
solely due to adaptive responding based on the valenced feedback. The participants
underwent training trials (consisting of up to six blocks of sixty stimuli each) until
they reached a minimum criterion of choosing the probabilistically best stimulus in
each pair (AB ≥ 65%, CD ≥ 60%, and EF ≥ 50% correct choices). If participants did not
learn these criteria by the end of the sixth block, they were moved to the testing
phase regardless.

The correct decision to choose one stimulus can be derived by either learning that
responding to one choice is correct (Go learning), by learning that responding to the
choice of the alternate stimulus is incorrect (NoGo learning), or some degree of both.
To test whether the participants learned more from Go or NoGo learning, a testing
phase followed the training phase. During the testing phase all possible stimuli pairs
were presented eight times (120 trials total) and no feedback was provided. Thus,
each pair had an optimal and suboptimal response based on what was learned during
the training phase. Trials in the test phase began with an ITI of 500 ms. Stimuli were
presented for a maximum of 4000 ms, and disappeared as soon as a choice was
made. No feedback was provided in the testing phase. Go learning was defined as
the accuracy of choosing A over C, D, E and F (i.e., seeking A), whereas NoGo learning
was defined as the accuracy of choosing C, D, E and F over B (i.e., avoiding B). Since the
ERN amplitude has been shown to predict NoGo, but not Go learning, this variable
was of a priori interest (Frank et al., 2005). In Study I, participants performed the
task two times with different pseudo-randomly assigned character sets. Behavioral
and EEG data were computed over the average of these two combined sets. In Study
II, participants performed one version of the probabilistic learning task followed by
the flanker task.

2.4. Flanker task

Following the probabilistic learning task, participants in Study II performed a
variant of the Eriksen flanker task (described in: Cavanagh & Allen, 2008) commonly
used to elicit an ERN during motor errors of commission. The version used here
utilized different letter strings for different blocks (i.e., MMNMM; FFEFF; QQOQQ;
VVUVV; IITII). Ten blocks of 40 flanker/target stimuli were presented (400 trials). In
each block letter series, participants were required to identify the center letter which
could be the same as the flankers (congruent, e.g., MMMMM) or different (incongru-
ent, e.g., MMNMM). The letter-hand mappings were reversed between consecutive

Fig. 1. Example pairs of stimuli and trial runs for training and testing sets of the probabilistic learning task. During training, each pair is presented separately. Participants have
to select one of the two stimuli, slowly integrating ‘Correct’ and ‘Incorrect’ feedback (each stimulus has a unique probabilistic chance of being ‘Correct’) in order to maximize
their accuracy. In the course of the testing phase, each stimulus is paired with all other stimuli and participants must choose the best one, without the aid of feedback. Note
that the letter and percentage are not presented to the participant, nor are the boxes surrounding the choice. An example FRN is shown to ‘Incorrect’ feedback during training,
and an example ERN is shown to a suboptimal choice during testing. Participants learn this task during training by a combination of seeking the most rewarding stimulus (Go
learning) or avoiding the most punishing stimulus (NoGo learning), which are assessed during the testing phase.
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blocks of the same letter strings to increase response conflict. Each trial began with
a blank screen for 100 ms, followed by a fixation cross for 700 ms. The fixation was
replaced with the flanker stimuli, which were presented 135 ms before the target
letter to increase conflict. The whole string was presented for another 135 ms and
was followed by a fixation cross for 600 ms. Participants had 1000 ms to respond;
otherwise a negative feedback (“WRONG”) was displayed for 500 ms. No other feed-
back was given. Instructions emphasized both speed and accuracy. Participants were
given the opportunity to self-correct erroneous responses and were encouraged to
do so.

2.5. Electrophysiological data acquisition and analyses

Scalp voltage fluctuations were collected using 64 Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes
arranged according to the extended international 10–20 system and recorded on
NeuroScan SynAmps2 with impedances kept under 10 k�. Electrodes placed at the
infra- and supra-orbital ridges of the left eye monitored vertical eye movements
and electrodes placed on the outer canthus of the eyes recorded the horizontal
electrooculogram. The EEG was recorded continuously in DC mode with a low-pass
hardware filter at 100 Hz for Study I and in AC mode with bandpass filter (.5–100 Hz)
for Study II. Analog to digital conversion was done with 32-bit resolution at a sam-
pling rate of 500 Hz. DC drifts and clippings, as well as large muscular activity, were
rejected by visual inspection; the data were subsequently re-referenced to aver-
aged mastoids, high-pass filtered at .5 Hz, 96 dB/oct and then low-pass filtered at
15 Hz, 96 dB/oct. To correct for the impact of blinks a regression method (Semlitsch,
Anderer, Schuster, & Presslich, 1986) was applied. Response-related epochs (from
200 ms prior to 500 ms post-response) were then extracted, and response-locked

averages were created separately for optimal and suboptimal choices during the
test phase in the probabilistic learning task, and for correct and erroneous choices
(including self-corrected errors) in the flanker task. Errors of omission (failing to
respond within the time limit) were very rare and were not included in analyses.
The epochs were baseline corrected with respect to the average voltage of the 100 ms
pre-response window.

Following previous studies using probabilistic learning paradigms (Holroyd &
Coles, 2002; Nieuwenhuis, Slagter, von Geusau, Heslenfeld, & Holroyd, 2005), dif-
ference waveforms were created by: (1) subtracting the signal elicited on trials with
optimal choices from the signal elicited on trials with suboptimal choices (dERN) in
the probabilistic learning test phase; (2) subtracting the signal on correct trials from
the signal on erroneous trials in the flanker task (dERN); or (3) subtracting trials with
positive feedback from trials with negative feedback (dFRN) in the training phase of
the probabilistic learning paradigm. For the quantification of the dERN and dFRN,
trough-to-peak measurements were calculated to determine baseline-independent
amplitudes of negative deflections by measuring the amplitude distance between
the negative peak of the component and the preceding positive peak (Falkenstein,
Hoormann, Christ, & Hohnsbein, 2000), with larger positive values reflecting larger
error potentials. The time window for the response-locked ERPs (ERN, CRN, dERN)
was defined from 0 to 120 ms following button press and for the preceding positiv-
ity 0–80 ms before this peak. For the stimulus-locked ERP (dFRN) a time window
from 190 to 350 ms following feedback presentation and the preceding positive
peak was defined. Thus, the difference in amplitude was used as an index of ERP
amplitude as shown in Fig. 2: larger positive amplitudes indicate larger negative
deflections on error trials. Although some have identified potential pitfalls of using
difference waves (Van Boxtel, 2004), all results show the same qualitative pattern

Fig. 2. Response-locked grand-average waveforms from the Cz electrode for correct and erroneous responses, and the difference wave. High and low OCI-R groups are shown
separately, with ERPs from the probabilistic learning task (testing phase) in Study I and the probabilistic learning task (testing phase) and the flanker task for Study II. Scalp
maps display the voltage distribution of the difference wave (from 0 to 100 ms), and are scaled from −1.5 to 1.5 �V for the probabilistic learning tasks and −10 to 10 �V for
the flanker task. An example for the measurement of the dERN is detailed in the southeast ERP plot, where the larger dERN amplitudes are measured as a more positive value
representing the distance between the preceding through and subsequent peak.
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Fig. 3. Stimulus-locked grand-average waveforms from the Cz electrode for feedback (‘Correct’ or ‘Incorrect’) during the probabilistic learning task (training phase), and the
difference wave. Scalp maps display the voltage distribution of the difference wave (from 250 to 350 ms), and are scaled from −15 to 15 �V.

when the error-specific ERP (ERN or FRN) was included in the analyses.2 Cohen’s d
were calculated for t-tests and R2 scores are reported for correlations.

3. Results

3.1. Study I (probabilistic learning task)

The high and low OC group showed virtually identical perfor-
mance accuracy, no between group effect on Go or NoGo learning
(F(1,38) = .12, p = .73) and no interaction between group and Go
or NoGo learning (F(1,38) = .02, p = .88) in the testing phase.3 See

2 There were no significant correlations with the OCI-R or group differences (Low
OCI-R vs. High OCI-R) on the number of ERP epochs for any condition, in Study I or
Study II:
Study I: Reinforcement learning task

CRN: low M = 166 (±SD 26), high M = 160 (±SD 29).
ERN (and dERN): low M = 65 (±SD 22), high M = 68 (±SD 25).
FRN (and dFRN): low M = 143 (±SD 59), high M = 147 (±SD 83).
Correct Feedback: low M = 199 (±SD 73), high M = 200 (±SD 91).

Study II: Reinforcement learning task

CRN: low M = 83 (± SD 13), high M = 83 (±SD 14).
ERN (and dERN): low M = 34 (±SD 11), high M = 36 (±SD 14).
FRN (and dFRN): low M = 85 (±SD 61), high M = 113 (±SD 53).
Correct Feedback: low M = 114 (±SD 72), high M = 152 (±SD 60).

Study II: Flankers task

CRN: low M = 306 (±SD 53), high M = 313 (± SD = 47).
ERN (and dERN): low M = 71 (±SD 43), high M = 59 (±SD = 22).

3 There were no significant group differences or correlations with the OCI-R on
the measures of training phase accuracy (AB, CD, or EF pairs), or the number of
blocks (both groups had a mean of 4 blocks) in any of the probabilistic learning
tasks in Study I or Study II. Additionally, test phase accuracies were split based on
the reinforcement value difference between stimuli into low conflict (easy choice,
large distance in reinforcement value as in ‘AD’) and high conflict (difficult choice,
small distance in reinforcement value as in ‘AC’) situations (Frank et al., 2005; Frank,
Samanta, et al., 2007). There were no significant group differences or correlations
with the OCI-R on any measures of conflict: except a single group comparison where

Table 1 for mean test phase accuracies by group. ERN amplitude
(but not dERN amplitude) significantly correlated with NoGo learn-
ing (r(39) = .34, p = .04, R2 = .12), with no Group × ERN interaction
(F = .47). The waveforms from the central electrode site Cz are shown
for response-locked ERPs in Fig. 2, and for stimulus-locked ERPs in
Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows that the dERN amplitude systematically differed
between the low and high OC group, where high OC participants had
smaller dERN amplitudes (t(37) = 2.19, p = .04, d = .72). Treating OC
as a continuous measure, higher OCI-R scores similarly predicted
lower dERN amplitudes (r(39) = −.38, p = .02, R2 = .14, see Fig. 4).

To examine potential group differences in the acquisition phase
of the probabilistic learning task, the dFRN component was exam-
ined. There was no difference between the low and high groups
(t(38) = −.03, p = .97), nor did the dFRN amplitude significantly cor-
relate with OCI-R scores (r(39) = −.13, p = .44). Depressive symptoms
were more pronounced in the high group, as demonstrated by a
significant correlation between BDI and OCI-R scores (r(40) = .69,
p < .01, R2 = .48). The correlation between depressive symptoms
and dERN was also significant (r(39) = −.39, p = .01, R2 = .15) where
higher BDI scores predicted smaller dERN amplitudes.

3.2. Study II (probabilistic learning task)

The first part of Study II replicated the experiment from Study
I with an independent sample. No between group effect on Go or
NoGo learning (F(1,28) = 1.52, p = .23) and no interaction between
OC group and Go or NoGo learning was found (F(1,28) = .004, p = .95).
Neither ERN amplitude nor dERN amplitude significantly corre-
lated with NoGo learning (ps > .12), nor was there a significant

the high OCI-R group had better high conflict test phase accuracy only in Study II, a
result which appears to be driven by outliers in the low OCI-R group. All response-
related ERPs in these conditions were inversely related to OCI-R score (largely non-
significantly), regardless of the level of response conflict (low or high). There was
no conflict (high, low) × OCI-R interaction for ERP amplitudes (F = .21) when tested
in the combined sample. These data indicate that there are no pervasive differences
on any aspect of reinforcement learning in these samples, and that response-related
ERP amplitudes are unchanged or reduced as a function of OCI-R score regardless of
the reinforcement condition.
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Fig. 4. dERN amplitude at Cz as a function of OCI-R score for the probabilistic learning task in Study I and the probabilistic learning task and the flanker task in Study II. A
smaller dERN was recorded for the high OC group during the probabilistic learning task in Study I and Study II compared to the low OC group. However a larger dERN was
recorded for the high OC group during the flanker task in Study II compared to the low OC group.

Group × ERN interaction (F = 3.1). Higher OCI-R scores predicted
lower dERN amplitudes (r(30) = −.38, p = .04, R2 = .14), replicating
the main finding from Study I (although the dichotomized group
difference failed to reach significance t(28) = .85, p > .5). When the
data from Study I and Study II are combined, ERN amplitude (but not
dERN amplitude) correlates with NoGo learning (r(69) = .26, p = .03,
R2 = .07), with no significant Group × ERN interaction (F = 1.2). These
combined data also show that OCI-R scores negatively correlate
with both ERN (r(69) = −.31, p < .01, R2 = .10) and dERN (r(69) = −.36,
p < .01, R2 = .13) amplitudes, but does not correlate with NoGo learn-
ing (r(70) = −.06, p = .70).

Higher OCI-R scores also predicted lower dFRN amplitudes
(r(30) = −.42, p = .02, R2 = .18), with a significant difference between
groups (low: M = 12.22 �V, SE = 9.40; high: M = 4.75 �V, SE = 5.12;
t(28) = 2.65, p = .01, d = 1.0). There was a non-significant correlation
between OCI-R and BDI scores (r(30) = .33, p = .07), but the dERN was
not correlated with depressive symptoms (r(30) = −.07, p = .71).

3.3. Study II (flanker task)

The high OCI-R group responded slightly more slowly than the
low OCI-R group on correct (high OC: M = 462 ms, SD = 56; low
OC: M = 453 ms, SD = 70) and erroneous trials (high OC: M = 432 ms,
SD = 73; low OC: 419, SD = 85), but there were no significant
correlations between OCI-R and reaction times to correct or erro-
neous responses (correct response: r(29) = −.06, p = .77; incorrect
response: r(29) = −.08, p = .69), and the group differences were not
significant. Participants with high OCI-R scores also had slightly
lower error rates (high OC: M = 63.6, SD = 23.5; low OC: M = 72.7,
SD 41.9) but correlations between OCI-R score and error rate
(r(30) = .21, p = .27), post-error slowing (r(30) = −.06, p = .76), and
percentage of self-corrected errors (r(29) = −.07, p = .71) were not
significant. There were no between group differences regard-
ing error rate, post-error slowing or percentage of self-corrected

errors. Consistent with previous research, the high OCI-R group
was characterized by larger dERN amplitudes than the low OCI-
R group (t(34) = −2.43, p = .02, d = .83) as shown in Figs. 2 and 4.
The direct correlation between dERN and OCI-R approached statis-
tically significance (r(36) = .32, p = .06, R2 = .10). The dERN was not
significantly correlated with BDI scores (r(36) = .28, p = .10).

To verify that the task dissociation in dERN amplitudes as a
function of OCI-R score was not due to equivocal ERN and CRN
amplitudes in the probabilistic learning task, yet different ERN
and CRN amplitudes in the flanker task, separate correlations were
calculated between OCI-R score and the ERN, CRN, and dERN ampli-
tudes for each task. The correlations between OCI-R and ERN
amplitudes were all in the same direction as the dERN but the
relationship was not as strong. The correlations between OCI-R
and CRN amplitudes were also weak and in the same direction as
the dERN, except for a non-significant positive correlation between
OCI-R score and the Study II CRN amplitude for the probabilistic
learning task. Thus, the task dissociation in dERN amplitudes as a
function of OCI-R score does not appear to be contingent on a pat-
tern of differential variation between conditions within any of the
tasks.

4. Discussion

Study I revealed diminished dERN amplitudes in a probabilistic
learning task as a function of higher OC symptomatology, with no
differences in avoidance learning. These findings were replicated
in a second independent sample, which also replicated the increas-
ingly robust findings from the literature of larger dERN amplitudes
in simple motor response tasks as a function of higher OC symp-
toms (Endrass et al., 2008; Gehring et al., 2000; Hajcak et al.,
2008; Hajcak & Simons, 2002; Johannes et al., 2001; Ruchsow et
al., 2005; Santesso et al., 2006). This finding of a task-related dis-
sociation in dERN amplitude as a function of obsessive–compulsive
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symptoms indicates that different, yet partially overlapping neural
mechanisms may underlie the ERN following the execution of an
erroneous motor response and following suboptimal choices in a
probabilistic learning paradigm. Differential modulation of medial
prefrontal systems may be related to obsessive–compulsive symp-
toms, with hypoactivity in systems promoting active avoidance,
but hyperactivity in systems that perpetuate a previously maladap-
tive response. The former process may contribute to the inability
to learn to avoid making repetitive behaviors that continually pro-
duce error signals (which would otherwise serve to extinguish such
behaviors), and the latter may further exacerbate this situation by
causing repeated attempts to ‘perfect’ behaviors that did not pro-
duce the desired outcome.

The lack of behavioral differences in the tasks reported here
suggests that the OC-dependant modulation of underlying neural
systems may not reflect hyperactive action monitoring tendencies,
and also that the differential activation of these systems in OCD may
not directly lead to alterations in behavior on these tasks, a finding
generally consistent with the extant literature on OC populations
and error monitoring (Endrass et al., 2008; Fitzgerald et al., 2005;
Gehring et al., 2000; Hajcak & Simons, 2002; Johannes et al., 2001;
Maltby et al., 2005; Nieuwenhuis, Nielen, et al., 2005; Nieuwenhuis,
Slagter, et al., 2005; Ruchsow et al., 2005; Santesso et al., 2006;
Ursu et al., 2003). A predicted correlation between ERN amplitude
and avoidance (NoGo) learning was supported in this investigation
(Frank, Samanta, Moustafa, & Sherman, 2007; Frank et al., 2005),
although this correlation was non-significant with dERN amplitude.
While there were slight variations in the predictive power of ERN or
dERN amplitudes, combined data from Study I and Study II indicate
that larger ERN amplitudes correlated positively with NoGo learn-
ing and negatively with OCI-R score, yet OCI-R score did not relate
to NoGo learning.

A previous report detailed a null-result regarding ERN and FRN
differences between OCD patients and a control group utilizing a
probabilistic learning task (Nieuwenhuis, Nielen, et al., 2005). In
fact, this investigation found a non-significant negative correlation
between OCD and ERN amplitude, a previous anomaly in the litera-
ture of OC populations and the ERN, but one that is in line with the
findings presented here. The authors of this study speculated that
trial-to-trial feedback reduces action monitoring demands in OCD,
and that the response-monitoring system in OCD may only become
hyperactive once stimulus-response mappings are known. These
two processes, trial-to-trial feedback and undetermined stimulus-
response mappings, are hallmarks of reinforcement learning. We
suggest a broader perspective: that there are fundamental differ-
ences in the neural systems underlying suboptimal choices during
reinforcement learning and motor errors of commission, and that
OC symptoms reflect dissociation in the functioning of these sys-
tems.

A number of studies have examined hyperactive error signals as
an electrophysiological correlate of performance monitoring in psy-
chiatric populations (for a review see: Ullsperger, 2006 as well as
Olvet & Hajcak, 2008). Depression, pathological worry, trait anxiety
and negative affect have been characterized by increased error-
related signal amplitudes (Chiu & Deldin, 2007; Hajcak, McDonald,
& Simons, 2003; Hajcak, McDonald, & Simons, 2004; Luu, Collins, &
Tucker, 2000; Paulus, Feinstein, Simmons, & Stein, 2004; Tucker,
Luu, Frishkoff, Quiring, & Poulsen, 2003), but see Ruchsow et
al. (2006, 2004). Arguably, all internalizing psychiatric disorders
mentioned above may be characterized by increased sensitivity
to errors, whereas externalizing aspects of psychiatric disorders
(e.g., impulsivity, substance abuse) are associated with decreased
error related activity (Easdon et al., 2005; Franken, van Strien,
Franzek, & van de Wetering, 2007; Ridderinkhof et al., 2002).
However, there has never been a theory of why ERN amplitudes
should be differently modulated by task demands as a function

of psychopathological traits. This phenomenon offers a simple
methodological advancement that may be applied to future investi-
gations of how medial prefrontal systems are differentially affected
by aspects of psychopathology.

Comorbidity between OCD and depression is reported to be
high, with as many as one-half of OCD patients suffering from
Major Depressive Disorder (Abramowitz, Storch, Keeley, & Cordell,
2007; Hong et al., 2004; Nestadt et al., 2001). Only Study I demon-
strated a correlation between OCI-R and BDI and between BDI
and dERN amplitude. However, given that neither of these cor-
relations were obtained in the second sample with either the
probabilistic learning paradigm or the flanker task, it seems more
parsimonious to conclude that these ERN alterations are more likely
to be related to OC symptomatology than comorbid depressive
symptomatology in this investigation. The use of student popula-
tions for clinical analogues demands replication with OCD patients,
but this methodology provides unique advantages: the psycho-
pharmaceutical naivety of the studied group, homogeneity in age,
and the ease of using larger sample sizes. Moreover, because a diag-
nostic interview was not administered, it may well be the case that
some of the participants in the present studies in fact meet OCD
diagnostic criteria, which would not be surprising given the early
age of onset (Lensi et al., 1996; Rasmussen & Eisen, 1992; Swedo et
al., 1989) and reasonably prevalent nature of OCD (Leon et al., 1995;
Rasmussen & Eisen, 1992; Regier et al., 1993). Future investigations
with both patient and symptomatic non-patient populations will
help determine whether the observed pattern of findings replicates
in more severe patient groups. If so, this present approach will be
useful for identifying alterations in neural systems responsible for
cognitive control and reinforcement learning.

Different neural systems have been implicated in the generation
of the ERN. Outcomes that are worse than expected are character-
ized in the midbrain by a phasic decrease in dopaminergic tone
(Hollerman & Schultz, 1998; Schultz, 2007). The reinforcement
learning theory of the ERN posits that these dips in tonic dopamin-
ergic tone cause a disinhibition of dorsal ACC neurons, generating
medio-frontal negativities (Holroyd & Coles, 2002), although the
reverse pattern of causation has also been suggested (Frank et al.,
2005; Pizzagalli et al., 2008). The ACC is futhermore implicated in
the conflict model theory of the ERN, which posits that the degree
of motor response interference causes response-related activation
in the ACC (Carter et al., 1998; Yeung, Cohen, & Botvinick, 2004).
However, neither of these theories predicts a situation where ERN
amplitude should be dissociated in an interaction between task
and individual differences, especially in the absence of behavioral
effects.

Enhanced ERN amplitudes in OCD patients have been inter-
preted as in line with the neurobiological mismatch theory of OCD,
whereby hyperactive error signals are trapped in a dysfunctional
comparator which detects a mismatch between actual and intended
response (Gehring et al., 2000; Pitman, 1987). However, recent find-
ings suggest that a putative performance-monitoring dysfunction
is not selective to error processing, since altered correct-response
negativities are also observed (Endrass et al., 2008; Hajcak &
Simons, 2002). In this investigation, the feedback related negativity
was either the same size (Study I) or smaller (Study II) than non-
symptomatic controls, which also suggests that there are pervasive
effects of OCD on ACC activity. It is apparent that the theoretical
accounts of the ERN cannot fully explain the pattern of results from
this study, although it is clear that individual difference investiga-
tions can offer evidence for future theoretical advancement of the
neural systems underlying the ERN. Although there was no differ-
ence in the percentage of self-corrected trials between the groups,
a possible difference in Flanker dERN amplitudes between OCI-R
groups could have been due to self-corrected vs. uncorrected errors
(Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993; Ullsperger & von
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Cramon, 2006), but this possibility could not be investigated here
due to inadequate trial counts. Since the ACC plays a necessary
role in the immediate self-correction of an error (Modirrousta &
Fellows, 2008), this specific dynamic of error processing remains an
intriguing variable for future investigations to parse the specificity
of performance monitoring in psychiatric populations.

Evidence from the fMRI literature has shown that error and
conflict-related hemodynamic responses in OCD patients are dif-
ferent between rostral and caudal areas (Fitzgerald et al., 2005;
Maltby et al., 2005; Ursu et al., 2003). The rostral part of the ACC
has been related to assessing the salience of emotional and motiva-
tional information, and often shows a trade-off in activation with
more dorsal areas (Bush et al., 1998). The reciprocal activation of
rostral and dorsal ACC, possibly differentially altered by OCD, might
explain this dissociation in medio-frontal response related ERPs.
Both rostral and dorsal areas of the ACC have been implicated in
the generation of the ERN and FRN (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002;
Holroyd, Larsen, & Cohen, 2004; Miltner, Braun, & Coles, 1997;
Nieuwenhuis, Slagter, et al., 2005; Ullsperger & von Cramon, 2003),
perhaps due to partial phase resetting and amplitude enhancement
of the frontal midline theta (Cavanagh, Cohen, & Allen, 2009; Luu,
Tucker, Derryberry, Reed, & Poulsen, 2003; Luu, Tucker, & Makeig,
2004; Trujillo & Allen, 2007). Given that conflict activation has been
localized more dorsally and error monitoring more ventrally in
medial prefrontal cortex, (Luu et al., 2003, 2004; Ullsperger & von
Cramon, 2001), it is possible that differential activation of these
separate yet partially overlapping neural systems may underlie
task-specific ERN alterations as a function of OC symptomatology.

The finding that OC symptomatology was characterized by a
smaller dERN in a reinforcement learning task and a larger dERN
in an error commission task provides a novel foundation for future
research on the role of the ACC in health and disease. OC-related
alteration of the ERN may not simply be reflective of altered brain
dynamics related to a ‘hyperactive action monitoring system’. Dif-
ferential modulation of medial prefrontal systems may be related
to obsessive–compulsive symptoms: with hypoactivity in systems
promoting active avoidance, but hyperactivity in systems that per-
petuate a previously maladaptive response. It is likely that there
are not general behavioral impairments in action monitoring in
OCD, but that OCD may be specifically characterized by a dys-
function in learning to stop making repetitive actions that produce
bad outcomes. For example, it is assumed that probabilistic rever-
sal learning is compromised in OCD patients (Chamberlain et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2003; Remijnse et al., 2006; Valerius, Lumpp,
Kuelz, Freyer, & Voderholzer, 2008), fitting with a diminished abil-
ity to avoid repetitive mistakes. Future EEG studies of OCD should
investigate the role of the ERN in tasks that require avoidance of
repetitive mistakes, and the possibility of differential functioning
of separate, yet overlapping medial prefrontal systems involved in
action monitoring.
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